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1 Monday
7:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Virginia Beach, Hour Two
Join Roadshow to visit Virginia
Beach. Featured finds include a
1964 Cassius Clay twice-signed
promotional print, modern Abdullah
Qandeel “Red” and “Love” oils,
and an early 18th-century Chinese
celadon vase. Which is valued at
$50,000-$80,000?
8:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Corpus Christi, Hour One
In Corpus Christi, Texas, Antiques
Roadshow discovers a milliondollar item when a guest brings in
a Diego Rivera oil painting created
in 1904 when the artist was just 18
years old! Other highlights include
a 1967 painting by Alexander
Calder.
9:00 Queen & Country: London:
Royal City
Join veteran newsman Sir Trevor
McDonald as he looks at the
traditions and institutions
surrounding the monarchy,
including Changing the Guard.
10:00 Dugger Mountain Music
Hall: Unreconstructed
10:30 Capitol Journal

VICTORIAN SLUM HOUSE
Tuesdays at 7:00pm
Modern families, couples and individuals experience life in 1800’s
East London in this new five-part historical reality series.

2 Tuesday
7:00 Victorian Slum House: The
1860s
Follow participants as they move
into an 1860’s tenement made up
of sparse rooms, a shared water
pump and outdoor privies. They
seek to make a living by matchbox
making, wood turning and the rag
trade, work once done by their
impoverished forebears.
8:00 Ripley: Believe It or Not:
American Experience
Robert Ripley’s obsession with the
odd made him one of the richest
men in America. Over three
decades, his “Believe It or Not”
franchise grew into an
entertainment empire, and the
eccentric, globetrotting playboy
became an unlikely national
celebrity.
9:00 Frontline: Second
Chance Kids
A fight over the fate of juveniles in
prison for murder, following a
landmark Supreme Court ruling.
The film examines the impact of

the order to re-evaluate thousands
of juvenile murder cases and
follows two of the first convicts to
be released.
10:00 Live from Avalon: Lisa
Mills
10:30 Capitol Journal

3 Wednesday
7:00 Nature: Dolphins: Spy in
the Pod, Part 1
The camera eyes of 13 ingenious
Spy Creatures ― including Spy
Dolphin, Spy Nautilus and Spy
Turtle ― capture the dolphins”
“superpod” behavior never filmed
before. Infiltrate the social world of
dolphins, from strange gatherings
to gang rivalries.
8:00 NOVA: Super Tunnel
Follow an army of engineers and
designers as they tackle the
complex challenge of building
Crossrail, a massive new
subterranean railway deep
beneath the streets of London.

10:00 Subcarrier: Protomartyr
10:30 Capitol Journal

5 Friday
7:00 Washington Week
7:30 Charlie Rose ― The Week

Venus Flytrap
9:00 Plants Behaving Badly:
Murder & Mayhem
Examine the extraordinary
behavior of carnivorous plants,
which have been a feature of many
a sci-fi film over the years. The
reality turns out to be far stranger
than the fiction. See why.

8:00 Capitol Journal Week in
Review
9:00 Carol Burnett: The Mark
Twain Prize
Carol Burnett is the guest of honor
when the comedy world convenes
to toast this year’s recipient of the
Kennedy Center’s Mark Twain
Prize for American Humor.

10:00 Great American
Bluegrass

6 Saturday

10:30 Capitol Journal

7:00 Classic Gospel: Best of
Ivan Parker

4 Thursday

8:00 Keeping Up Appearances

7:00 This Old House: Detroit
Tommy works with the family to
remove peeling paint. While
Richard begins rough plumbing,
Tommy shows Kevin the issues
with the leaded stained glass
windows in the living room.

8:32 As Time Goes By
Jean tries to console Lionel when
he is not well and to find out what
is upsetting the housekeeper.

7:30 This Old House: Detroit
Tommy uses a modern solution for
some traditional decorative
molding. Homeowners Frank and
Tamiko travel to Wisconsin to
select their plumbing fixtures.
8:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Virginia Beach, Hour Two
9:00 Secrets of the Dead: Death
on the Railroad
In 1832, railroad contractor Philip
Duffy hired 57 Irish immigrants to
lay railroad tracks in West Chester,
Pennsylvania. Less than two
months after their arrival, all 57
were dead. Did they all die - as
was widely believed - due to a
cholera pandemic? Or, were some
of them murdered?

9:05 Doc Martin: Of All The
Harbors In All The Towns
An old flame of Aunt Joan sails
back into her life, but Martin
discovers he is seriously ill.
10:00 Austin City Limits: Robert
Plant & The Sensational Space
Shifters
The British superstar sings
classics from the catalogs of Led
Zeppelin, the blues canon and his
solo Americana albums.

7 Sunday
7:00 Call the Midwife
Valerie Dyer oversees the care of
an expectant Somali woman and is
shocked when she uncovers a
troubling aspect of this unfamiliar
culture. The Nonnatus family
unites to provide the very best care
for Sister Mary Cynthia.

8:00 Home Fires Season 2 on
Masterpiece
There’s cause for joy in the village
as everyone prepares for a
wedding. Even as the allies cheer
for victory in the Battle of Britain,
there’s one more twist of fate in
store for the citizens of Great
Paxford. (Conclusion)
9:00 Wolf Hall On Masterpiece
Henry’s love for Anne Boleyn has
given way to anger and distrust.
Henry instructs Cromwell to rid him
of his second queen. Sensing her
loss of favor, the queen’s enemies
gather.
(Conclusion)

Premiere

10:04 Lark Rise to Candleford
Set in the Oxfordshire countryside
in the 1880s, this rich, funny and
emotional series follows the
relationship of two contrasting
communities: Lark Rise, the small
hamlet gently holding on to the
past, and Candleford, the small
market town bustling into the
future.

8 Monday
7:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Virginia Beach, Hour Three
Discover Virginia Beach’s hidden
treasures, such as a 1554 Giorgio
Ghisi engraving after Bronzino, a
Louis Vuitton steamer trunk, ca.
1890, and a 1962 Mercury
Capsule antenna. Can you guess
which is the top find of the hour?
8:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Corpus Christi, Hour Two
Guests provide great stories about
a John Lennon signature and a
book inscribed by Salvador Dali.

9:00 Queen & Country: Royal
Visit
Follow Queen Elizabeth to the
Braemar Gathering in Scotland
and on a visit to Liverpool.

communication and strategies. Go
undercover to meet the Orca, the
largest dolphins, and to race the
Dall’s porpoises, the fastest
dolphins in the world.

10:00 Subcarrier: Psychic Twin

10:00 Dugger Mountain Music
Hall: Becky’s Dream

8:00 NOVA: Arctic Ghost Ship
Unravel the greatest mystery in
Arctic exploration: 160 years ago,
the Franklin Expedition to chart the
Northwest Passage vanished.
Now, a Canadian team discovers
one of Franklin’s lost ships ― a
vital clue to the fate of the illstarred expedition.

7:00 Washington Week

10:30 Capitol Journal

9 Tuesday
7:00 Victorian Slum House: The
1870s
Witness a dire economic
depression heightened by the
arrival of Irish migrants seeking
work. Daily, the slum dwellers toil
to fulfill clothing orders and make
artificial flowers for factories. Some
won”t be able to settle their debts.
8:00 Bonnie & Clyde: American
Experience
Discover the true story of the most
famous outlaw couple in U.S.
history. Though their exploits were
romanticized, the Barrow gang
was believed responsible for at
least thirteen murders, including
two policemen, as well as
robberies and kidnappings.
9:00 Frontline: Poverty, Politics
and Profit
Investigate the billions spent on
housing the poor and why so few
get the help they need. With NPR,
the film examines the politics,
profits and problems of an
affordable housing system in
crisis.
10:00 Live from Avalon: Jamell
Richardson
10:30 Capitol Journal

10 Wednesday
7:00 Nature: Dolphins: Spy in
the Pod, Part 2
The Spy Creatures continue to
reveal the world of dolphins as
never before, their mysteries of

9:00 Plants Behaving Badly:
Sex & Lies
Revel in the ethereal beauty of
orchids and examine their exotic
flowers, which are shaped for one
purpose ― to attract pollinators.
Many use sex as a lure,
impersonating a female bee or
wasp.
10:00 Great American
Bluegrass

10:30 Capitol Journal

12 Friday

7:30 Charlie Rose ― The Week
8:00 Capitol Journal Week in
Review
9:00 Bill Murray: The Mark
Twain Prize
Emmy Award-winning actor,
comedian and writer Bill Murray is
honored with the Kennedy
Center’s Mark Twain Prize for
American Humor. David
Letterman, Jimmy Kimmel, Bill
Hader, Dan Aykroyd and Aziz
Ansari are among the performers
paying tribute.

13 Saturday
7:00 Classic Gospel: The
Gospel Music of Johnny Cash

10:30 Capitol Journal

11 Thursday
7:00 This Old House Hour
Tommy uses a clever fix for some
damaged oak flooring. Mark
McCullough repairs the front steps.
On Ask This Old House, Richard
uses cameras to find a drain pipe
problem, and Scott installs an
electric convection heater.

8:00 Keeping Up Appearances
Hyacinth enjoys a quiet family
christening - for a few moments –
before pandemonium breaks
loose.
8:32 As Time Goes By
Jean and Lionel are greeted by an
unwelcome guest and a shocking
announcement when they return
home.

8:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Virginia Beach, Hour Three
9:00 Secrets of the Dead:
Cavemen Cannibals
A tomb of 49,000-year-old
Neanderthal bones discovered in
El Sidron, a remote, mountainous
region of northern Spain, leads to
a compelling investigation to solve
a double mystery: How did this
group of Neanderthals die? And
could the fate of this group help
explain Neanderthal extinction?

9:05 Doc Martin: Haemophobia
Gossip about Martin’s blood
phobia seems to have spread
around the village like wild fire.

10:00 Austin City Limits: Gary
Clark Jr./Courtney Barnett
Experience the contemporary R&B
of Austin’s Gary Clark Jr. as he
plays songs from his album The
Story of Sonny Boy Slim. Rocking
Australian singer/songwriter
Courtney Barnett performs tunes
from her LP Sometimes I Sit and
Think, and Sometimes I Just Sit.

ca. 1895, and a 1941 Grant Wood
“March” lithograph. Learn which is
appraised for $ 200,000!

14 Sunday

9:00 Queen & Country: The
Queen’s Possessions
See some of the Queen’s
surprising possessions, including
Westminster Abbey and the
Chapels Royal.

7:00 Call the Midwife
Dr. Turner helps the Mullucks cope
with the stresses of caring for a
disabled child as the terrible legacy
of thalidomide becomes apparent.
Nurse Crane faces an unexpected
crisis.

8:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Corpus Christi, Hour Three
A 1912 portrait by Charles
Courtney Curran and a 1983 Helen
Frankenthaler lithograph are
appraised.

10:00 Dugger Mountain Music
Hall: Barry Kelli
10:30 Journey Proud: Herbal
Medicine

16 Tuesday

Tim Pigott-Smith
8:00 King Charles III on
Masterpiece
The hit Broadway show King
Charles III is adapted for
television. A 2016 Tony nominee
for Best Play, the drama imagines
Prince Charles” ascension to the
throne following Queen Elizabeth’s
death.
10:00 Lark Rise to Candleford
Mrs. Macey’s husband escapes
from prison. Laura strikes up a
friendship with a gamekeeper from
the manor.

15 Monday
7:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Orlando, Hour One
Travel to sunny Orlando for
fantastic finds like Joe Strummer’s
boots, ca. 1979, Ned Hanlon
championship pins and cufflinks,

7:00 Victorian Slum House: The
1880s
Despite high unemployment and
intolerable conditions, people flock
to London, desperate for work.
When curious upper-class visitors
are permitted to visit the slum as
tourists, the participants realize
how precarious their situation truly
is.
8:00 American Epic: The Big
Bang
Travel to 1920’s Tennessee as the
Carter Family, Jimmie Rodgers,
and the Memphis Jug Band make
their first records with producer
Ralph Peer on a revolutionary
portable recording machine,
creating the first recordings of R&B
and country songs.
9:00 Frontline: American Patriot
See how one family’s fight against
the government invigorated armed
militias and “Patriot” groups. The
film investigates the standoffs that
propelled the Bundy family into the
national spotlight and the
crosshairs of the federal
government.

10:00 Live from Avalon: Paw
Paw’s Medicine Cabinet
10:30 Journey Proud: Squirrel
Hunting

17 Wednesday
7:00 Nature: Animal Misfits
Alongside the fastest, strongest,
smartest animals are nature’s
misfits ― odd, bizarre and unlikely
creatures that at first glance seem
ill-equipped for survival. NATURE
reveals some surprising details
about how evolution really works,
demonstrating that all animals are
remarkably well-adapted to their
chosen way of life.
8:00 NOVA: Chinese Chariot
Revealed
For more than 1000 years, chariots
thundered across China’s
battlefields ― dominating warfare
longer than anywhere else on
earth. Now, a series of amazing
archaeological findings enable a
team of experts to reconstruct and
test China’s first super-weapon.
9:00 Food ― Delicious Science:
Food on the Brain
Travel the world with Michael
Mosley and James Wong to
discover how the chemistry in our
food affects our brains and creates
our deepest cravings. This is
delicious science.
10:00 Great American
Bluegrass
10:30 Journey Proud:
Freedom’s Eve

18 Thursday
7:00 This Old House Hour
Tommy uses a clever fix for some
damaged oak flooring. Mark
McCullough repairs the front steps.
On Ask This Old House, Richard
uses cameras to find a drain pipe
problem, and Scott installs an
electric convection heater.

8:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Orlando, Hour One
9:00 Secrets of the Dead: Bones
of the Buddha
In 1898, workers digging at a
mysterious hill in Northern India
discovered a huge stone coffer
containing five reliquary jars, more
than 1,000 separate jewels and
some ash and bone. One of the
jars bore an inscription that
appeared to say that these were
the remains of the Buddha
himself.
10:00 Subcarrier: Guitar Wolf
10:30 Journey Proud: Jefferson
County Gospel

19 Friday
7:00 Washington Week

8:00 Keeping Up Appearances
8:32 As Time Goes By
Lionel, Jean, Judy and Sandy are
concerned when they hear noises
from the empty house next door.
9:05 Doc Martin: Old Dogs
Dr. Martin Ellingham is still as
clumsy as ever when it comes to
forming relationships with
women. Just when things begin to
look romantic with school teacher
Louisa Glasson, Martin suggests
she is failing in her dental hygiene.
10:00 Austin City Limits:
Tedeschi Trucks Band
The Grammy Award-winning group
featuring Susan Tedeschi, Derek
Trucks and an ensemble of
musicians showcases their latest
record, Let Me Get By.

21 Sunday

7:30 Charlie Rose ― The Week
8:00 Capitol Journal Week in
Review
9:00 James Beard: American
Masters
Experience a century of food
through the life of iconic chef
James Beard. The quintessential
American cook, he hosted the first
cooking show on television in
1946, was a pioneer of the farm-totable movement, and introduced
Julia Child to New York.
10:00 Julia Child: American
Masters
Savor the life and legacy of Julia
Child, who introduced French
cuisine to America through her
public TV series, The French Chef,
in 1963. First aired in August 2004,
the film tells two love stories: “Julia
& Paul Child” and “Julia & French
food.”

20 Saturday
7:00 Classic Gospel: Best of
Jeff & Sheri Easter

9:00 Journey Proud: Muscle
Shoals
Journey Proud heads to Muscle
Shoals to experience the culture of
the recording studio and examine
the process by which a song idea
becomes a recorded release.
9:30 Journey Proud: Blessing
of the Fleet
For the last 68 years, the
traditional blessing of the fleet has
grown to be a huge event
combining the solemnity of the
Archbishop of Mobile’s blessing
with the joyous celebration of the
bounty of the sea. Journey Proud
goes to the Bayou to meet the
fisherman, clergy, parishioners and
townspeople who produce the
event and drive the local fishing
economy.
7:00 Call the Midwife
An unexpected turn of events
leads to a hastily arranged
wedding. Shelagh finally goes into
labor. The arrival of the birth
control pill leads to unforeseen
consequences.

Joanne Froggatt
8:00 Dark Angel On Masterpiece
Joanne Froggatt, who stole the
hearts of millions of viewers as
Anna on Downton Abbey, stars in
a totally different role in this spinetingling drama ― the notorious
Victorian poisoner Mary Ann
Cotton, Britain’s first female serial
killer.

10:00 Lark Rise to Candleford
Dorcas intercedes when a new
maid drives a wedge between Old
Amos and his son.

22 Monday
7:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Orlando, Hour Two
Journey to Orlando to learn more
about vintage and antique items,
including a 1965 NASA “Corned
Beef” archive, a Korean painting,
and a 1918 WWI peach can label
letter. Which is the big find?
8:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Boston, Hour One
Discoveries include a Norman
Rockwell collection and a Red Sox
World Series team-signed ball.
9:00 Queen & Country: Traveler
Tour with Queen Elizabeth prior to
the opening of an important
meeting in Perth, Western
Australia.
10:00 Songs at the Center
10:30 David Holt’s State of
Music: Steep Canyon Rangers

23 Tuesday
7:00 Victorian Slum House: The
1890s
Enter the 1890s, when mass
manufacturing and social reform
offer a bit of hope for some of the
residents, while others are plagued
by a water shortage that dashes
hopes for a promising laundry
business.
8:00 American Epic: Blood and
Soil
Travel to the rural South as Elder
Burch, Charley Patton and others
record early Delta blues, gospel
and protest songs. The Great
Flood of 1927 devastates
Mississippi River communities,
leading to northern migration and
Chicago Blues by Howlin” Wolf.
9:00 Frontline: Bannon’s War
Examine President Trump advisor
Stephen Bannon’s war ― with
radical Islam, Washington, and
White House rivals. Learn about
Bannon’s fight to deliver on
Trump’s promises with a
confrontational style based on his
personal crusade to dramatically
transform America.
10:00 Live from Avalon: Beverly
Jo Scott
10:30 Dugger Mountain Music
Hall

24 Wednesday
7:00 Nature: Gathering Swarms
This program looks at some of the
most extraordinary swarms on the
planet, including a view from inside
a locust swarm, mayflies along the
Mississippi, 17-year cicadas, and
brine fly hatches over Lake
Victoria. Beyond the power of
sheer numbers, increasingly
complex and organized swarms
eventually give rise to swarm
intelligence that allows complex
decisions to be made.

8:00 NOVA: Russian Meteor
Strike
On the morning of February 15th,
a 7000-ton asteroid crashed into
the Earth’s atmosphere, exploded
and fell to earth across a wide
swath near the Ural mountains.
Within days, armed with this
unprecedented crowd-sourced
material, NOVA crews hit the
ground in Russia along with impact
scientists hunting for debris from
the explosion and clues to the
meteor’s origin.
9:00 Food ― Delicious Science:
A Matter of Taste
Travel the world with Michael
Mosley and James Wong to learn
about the science that makes our
food taste delicious and the
powerful effect it has on our
tongues and noses.

parishioners and townspeople who
produce the annual Blessing of the
Fleet and drive the local fishing
economy.
10:00 Subcarrier: Big Business
10:30 Sun Studio Sessions: The
Americans

26 Friday
7:00 Washington Week
7:30 Charlie Rose ― The Week
8:00 Capitol Journal Week in
Review

10:00 Great American
Bluegrass
10:30 Ray Stevens Cabaray
Nashville

25 Thursday
7:00 This Old House Hour
The restored leaded glass bay
windows are installed. Tile goes
down in the kitchen. Kevin and
Roger explore urban farming in
Detroit. On Ask This Old House,
Tom creates a planter box and
Ross Trethewey features a 3D
scanner for interior spaces.
8:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Orlando, Hour Two
9:00 Journey Proud: Muscle
Shoals
Journey Proud heads to Muscle
Shoals to experience the culture of
the recording studio and examine
the process by which a song idea
becomes a recorded release.
9:30 Journey Proud: Blessing
of the Fleet
Journey Proud goes to the Bayou
to meet the fisherman, clergy,

9:00 Jacques Pepin: American
Masters
Discover the story of Chef Jacques
Pepin, a young immigrant with
movie-star looks and a charming
Gallic accent, who elevated
essential kitchen techniques to an
art form to become one of
America’s most beloved food
icons.
10:00 Alice Waters: American
Masters
Discover Alice Waters, who, with
her cafe Chez Panisse, became a
major force behind the way
Americans eat and think about
food, launching the explosion of
local farmers” markets and the
edible schoolyard.

27 Saturday
7:00 Classic Gospel: Jerusalem

8:00 Keeping Up Appearances
Hyacinth is very thrilled when the
wealthy Mrs. Fortescue asks them
to give her a lift into town. After all,
she is practically aristocracy!

8:00 Jeremiah
Family, friends, and fellow POWs
help tell the story of Alabama’s
Jeremiah Denton.
9:00 Independent Lens:
Farmer/Veteran
A combat veteran starts a farm to
help cultivate a healthier life
outside the Army. While the sense
of duty he once felt as a soldier
returns, his crippling PTSD
remains as he and his wife
nervously anticipate the birth of
their first child.

8:32 As Time Goes By
Jean feels her life is uneventful
and wants Lionel to come up with
a surprise to pep things up.
9:05 Doc Martin: In Loco
Louisa seeks a promotion at the
Portwenn School. Bert Large is
testing out his culinary skills.
10:00 Austin City Limits: Iggy
Pop
A thrilling hour with rock & roll
legend Iggy Pop. The Detroit
native blasts through classics and
cuts from his latest album, Post
Pop Depression, accompanied by
members of Queens of the Stone
Age and Arctic Monkeys.

28 Sunday

MEMORIAL DAY

3:00 Remember Pearl Harbor
4:30 The Last Ring Home
5:00 D-Day Over Normandy

7:00 National Memorial Day
Concert 2017
Join co-hosts Joe Mantegna and
Laurence Fishburne for the 28th
broadcast of this night of
remembrance honoring the service
and sacrifice of our men and
women in uniform, their families at
home and all those who have
given their lives for our country.
8:30 PBS Previews: The
Vietnam War
Explore the creation of the
upcoming series The Vietnam War
from Ken Burns and Lynn Novick.
Featuring interviews with the
filmmakers, behind-the-scenes
footage, and exclusive clips from
the series, this program will give
viewers an advance look at this
fall’s most anticipated film.
9:00 National Memorial Day
Concert 2017
Encore of live concert.
10:30 PBS Previews: The
Vietnam War

6:00 Jeremiah
In this APT original film, family,
friends, and fellow POWs help tell
the story of Vietnam War pilot and
POW Jeremiah Denton, who led
the way for prisoners in Hanoi and
returned from Vietnam to become
a U.S. Senator from Alabama.
Winner of 4 Southeast Region
Emmy Awards and the National
Edward R. Murrow Award for Best
Documentary.

29 Monday
7:00 Antiques Roadshow:
Orlando, Hour Three
Learn more about items
discovered at the Orlando
Roadshow, such as 1946 Einsteinsigned photo and prints, an
Agassiz pendant watch, ca. 1905,
and a Chinese gold-splashed
bronze vase, ca. 1850.

10:00 Songs at the Center
10:30 David Holt’s State of
Music

30 Tuesday
7:00 Victorian Slum House: The
1900s
Observe the social changes the
slum dwellers face as they move
into the 20th century. A few
families prosper, but others
continue to face the poverty
endemic in Britain. See what steps
are finally taken to alleviate the
plight of the poor.
8:00 American Epic: Out of the
Many, The One
Discover how America’s diverse
cultures contribute to its musical
styles: from the Hopi tribe to
Hawaii’s Joseph Kekuku to
Mexican-American Lydia Mendoza
and the Cajun Breaux Family.
9:30 Frontline: Being Mortal
Frontline teams up with writer and
surgeon Atul Gawande to examine
how doctors care for terminally ill
patients. In conjunction with
Gawande’s new book, Being
Mortal, the film explores the
relationships between doctors and
patients nearing the end of life and
shows how many doctors struggle
to talk honestly and openly with
their dying patients.
10:30 Dugger Mountain Music
Hall: Angela Lynn Kay

31 Wednesday
7:00 Nature: Touching The Wild
Joe Hutto’s idea of research is
anything but normal, dedicating
seven years of his life to becoming
a wild mule deer. Joe is tapping
into a new understanding about
these elusive animals, literally
entering a deer society. The
captivating joy he feels for his new
family is nothing short of infectious,
but this human predator also
learns to see the world from the
point of view of prey, and it’s an
experience that will ultimately rock
him to his very core.

COMING IN JUNE

My Mother and Other Strangers

8:00 NOVA: Troubled Waters
The water contamination crisis in
Flint, MI, has revealed a disturbing
truth about the vulnerabilities of
our aging drinking water
infrastructure. Discover the
chemistry, biology and engineering
that led to this disaster.
9:00 Food ― Delicious
Science: We Are What We Eat
Travel the world with Michael
Mosley and James Wong to learn
how the hidden chemistry in every
mouthful of food keeps our bodies
fit and healthy.
10:00 Great American
Bluegrass
10:30 Ray Stevens Cabaray
Nashville

The Great Yellowstone Thaw

